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Connection







Self-discovery: a process.
The family, country, &
culture plus personality
and learning style are not
a choice.
What we do with this,
who we share ourselves
with are usually ours to
decide.
But, this presumes a
connection to self & to
other.
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Who Am I?
The little girl dressed in Pink,
A little boy in blue.
The object here is clear you
see,
They offer the gender clue.
The picture of what’s right.
The picture of what’s wrong.
We see it everyday, we see it
every way.
We hear it in a song.
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Who Am I
But whose song do we
sing?
Who do we represent?
All of humanity or just
the ones we get?
What’s the guiding rule
here?
What’s the thing to do?
The rule is: It’s
different, it’s different
for me and its different
for you.
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Different from Early On








Usually we understand
gender is ‘set’ as is our
physical appearance.
However, stories from
autistic individuals tell us
otherwise.
Just like we grow and
change over time our
connection to our gender
identity will to.
See:
https://www.autism.org.u
k/advice-andguidance/what-isautism/autism-andgender-identity
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Autism diagnosis






Some adults are diagnosed
late in life. Some after
‘treatment’ for disease
they didn’t have....
Some research shows
depression is high among
autistic and gender
questioning individuals
See:

https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.rasd.2019.1
01466
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Autism & Connection?


After diagnosis, I finally
understood the reason for
a lifetime of social and
academic difficulty; the
relief was huge. There are
reasons and ways that
enable me to learn, which
are better than others.
But, I still needed to
understand my sensory
system and gender status.
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Different for ever

Ever since I can remember, I felt different.
I grew up as a Tom
Boy.
I used to ‘practice’
lowering my voice,
walking like a guy
and peeing
standing up.
I denied female
puberty, when it happened at age 10 and
tried to keep my chest as flat looking as
possible.
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My apparent anatomical gender +
personality & autism made me vulnerable

Lively
 Outgoing
 Independent
 Keen to learn


Gullible
 Vulnerable
 Go off with
anyone
 Unaware of
danger
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Pre-Teens









Sexually abused
Very young for my age
Loved physical games;
especially tennis and
soccer
Poor at reading but
loved poetry and
‘acting’ games or
putting on ‘shows’ to
entertain local kids.
Grew to feel at home in
studious activities
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I was told lots about things I couldn’t
do….










I couldn’t learn; but I
did.
not expected to finish
school, but I did.
38, when I began year
11 and then year 12.
At 41, I started
university and at 57 I
completed a PhD.
I have a wife, a family
& a few Friends •
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Getting lost in the detail!






Discovering who I am
though, not what I can
do, took longer.
My autism helps me
focus upon things that
interest me, such as
researching, writing and
poetry.
But, it also meant I often
couldn’t connect to the
wider picture of ‘self’
and of ‘other.’
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Autism, Sensory or Gender issues?








Sensory connections impact gender? I
‘don’t feel’ like the gender I’m told I am.
Gender is part of my identity so, gender
questioning is common in AS.
I blamed my sensory dysphoria on my
autism.
It took a while to notice my thinking,
feelings and comfort, gender wise, were
not because of autism but because I had
gender dysphoria.
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Met a boy




Met my first partner at 16, married at 20.
We had 4 children. Met Beatrice, she was 20.
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Felt more male than female






Although I loved
being a Mum, I felt
wrong as a woman.
Uncomfortable
shopping for clothes
in Women’s dept.
Uncomfortable in a
public ‘LADIES’ toilet.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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Eventually divorced
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Beatrice and I formed
a partnership and have
now been living
together for 37 yrs.
She was 28 when she
emigrated to Oz to be
with me full time.
We decided we must
be gay!
At that time unaware
of any other choice.
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Getting Married 2007
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Concepts of Normality




Human beings feel safe in
what they experience as
familiar. This, mistakenly,
becomes what is NORMAL.
Normal for you may not be
normal for me. So, this is a
problematic term.
I now know my ‘norm’ is in
being male so I took steps to
conform my body to that
norm. For others it might be
usual for them to be nonbinary, gender nonconforming or at home with
their cis-gender. All are
absolutely fine… but can take
a while to process.
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Trans?



After 62 years and lots of life happenings
(death of one of my sons; moving house
several times; returning to study and
getting a PhD; being prominent in X-Gay
leadership and church, then being asked
to leave due to owning my love of a
woman) I began to recognise I was trans.
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Sharing the news









Talking with my partner
was very difficult, she was
horrified.
Eventually agreeing to
support me but not
without many tears and
pleadings.
The first step was to get
appointments with Gender
Clinic/psych.
Change my name formally
then change it on all
documentation (Bank,
medical records, tax,
insurances, passport,
subscriptions etc).
Incredibly full on!
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Seeing psychiatrists







Getting assessed:
long & drawn out
Getting hormones
First surgery
Second surgery
Subsequent surgery
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Sam Rose: Reframing Autism Position Paper


A recent survey of LGBTQIA+
Australian youth found that one in
eight neurodivergent and
LGBTQIA+ young people reported a
suicide attempt in the past year.
More than one in three reported a
suicide attempt in their lifetime.
This rate is more than twice as high
as LGBTQIA+ young people without
a disability, and five times as high
as the same age group who are
neither LGBTQIA+ nor disabled
(Hill et al., 2021, p.154).
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Practical Support


What kinds of
challenges might
teenagers be
experiencing re:
questioning their
gender? b) how can
we support them?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC
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Challenges relate to
loneliness, confusion,
guilt, fear, depression,
anxiety, rejection loss
& not feeling like you
belong anywhere. I
hope throughout this
presentation you have
gleaned some idea of
how to support autistic
gender questioning
individuals. Listening,
being non-judgmental,
walking beside us
giving hope,
encouragement & Love.
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Autism & Gender Variance
Research is showing up to 40% of
autistic individuals live with gender
variance, GD and this population are
very vulnerable.
 I know it’s a difficult topic.
 But, being difficult only means we
need to be more supportive, not
judgemental, listening to what
autistic kids and teens are saying.
We want them to have a future!
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Gender Dysphoria (GD) Incidence in AS

The studies to date show GD is more
likely to impact autistic individuals
than those in the non-autistic
population:
 J Autism Dev Disord. 2018 Feb 9. doi:
10.1007/s10803-018-3480-6
 Therefore, we need to understand
and be prepared with the right
support.
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GD and Mental Health







Over 40% of trans individuals living
with GD attempt suicide (see:
http://www.getconnected.org.uk/
get_help/gender_and_sexual_ident
ity/transvestites_and_transsexuals
?gclid=CLyrzbTEqMUCFYgfwwodQI
4ALQ
http://www.translifeline.org/
Autism & GD:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A1FSeq9LxnQ
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www.wennlawson.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD8LHt_jSQxBmWe6MzZvJA
Perkis & Lawson (2021) The autistic Trans
Guide To Life https://www.amazon.co.uk/AutisticTrans-Guide-Life/dp/1787753913
Lawson & Lawson(2017) Transitioning
together: One couple’s story of gender and
identity discovery: www.JKP.com
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/32
0437843_Women_Girls_on_the_Autism_Spectr
um_A_Profile
https://www.booktopia.com.au/genderidentity-sexuality-and-autism-eva-a-andmaroney-meredith-r-and-lawson-wennmendes/book/9781785927546.html
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